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SUMARY

The performance characteristics of thrust augmenting ejectors, based
on a computerized one-dimensiorial analysis technique, are shown. Various
lose mechanisms within the ejector are described and the sensitivity of
the ejector performance to thexe loss mechanisms ar3 illustrated. Performance
estimates have been made for several ejector configurations for which
experimental data are available. Despite the assumptions that have to
be made, in order that the problem be tractable for the one dimensional
analysis, good agreement between the predicted and experimental values
have been obtained. Other more complex (2 D and 3 D) codes have also
beea examined but were found to be expensive to run and in some cases
limited in application.
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1.0 Introduction

The Navy, since the early 1950's, has been Interested in the
application of vertical and short take-off and landing tircraft for sa
cor.trol missions. This concept has received increased attention during
the last decade in an effort to reduce the siae requirments of future
carriers, arovide a greater number of mall ships the capability of
launching and recovering aireraft and, as a result, allowin a greater
dispersal of aircraft among the available ships.

One propulsion concept that has been pursued by the Navy for
these applications is the thrust augmenting ejector and is schemtically
illastrated in Figure 1.1. The basic concepts behind this device are
quit* simple. The primary meass flow a. is injected into a shroud or
duct. This primary flow entrains and mirsa with the secondary air
vithid the duct. Because of the entrainment and mixing, the secondary
air increases in velocity aud the static pressure within the duct drops.
This reduced pressure causes more ambient secondary air to be entrained
at the inlet. As the mixed flov continues to move through the ejector
the reduced static pressure is usually returned to ambient by passing
it through a diffuser. The greater the effective area ratio A3 /A 2 that
the diffuser is able to sustain, without separation, the lower will be
the static pressure within the mixer and as a result the greater the
inflow of secondary air. The advaitage of such a device lies in the
ability of the moving secondary stream to effqctively interact with the
primary flow and increase the energy exchange between tne primary and
secondary. This results in an increase in the exit momentm of the flow
and causes the original thrust available from the primary nozzle to be
amplified by some factor.

This amplification factor has been called the augmentation
ratio (W). Although there are several variants on the definition of
augmentation ratio, the definition to be used throughout this report
will be the total measured thrust or exit momntum sinus the ran drag
(if there is a free-stream velocity into the inlet) of the ejector
system divided by the thrust that would bs produced by all the primary
and boundarylny-r control nozzles due to an isentropic expansion of the
same mass flow to ambient conditions. This definition normalizes the
thrust of the ejector system to the maximim or Ideal thrust that could
be obtained from the same primary mass flow exhausting to ambient.

The augmentatiou or amp. 1ficatiou of thr~at that can be obtained
with any given ejector system is a function of its geometric parameters,
entrainment and/or mixing characteristics and the flow losses throughout
the ejector. An example of the peak augmentation ratios that have bc A
achieved by various experimentors is shown in Figure 1.2. Direct
comparisons of ejector systems are difficult to make because of the wide
differences in configuration and design. For this reason, the ejector
designs listed in Figure 1.2 are characterized by means of several

.•parameters. The main point to be seen from this fCgure is that isentropic

014
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thrust augmentation ratios from 1.6 to greater than 2.0 have been achieved in
the laboratory. All of the examples shown in Figure 1.2 are steady flow ejectors,
i.e., the flow from the primary nozzles is steady. There are classes of ejec-
tors, however, for which the primary flow is insteady o- cryptosteady (i.e.,
it can be viewed as steady or unsteady depending upon the frame of reference of
the observer). Although laboratory testing has shown that significant increases
in entrairnent at low pressure ratios have been obtained with such unsteady
flows, their practicality for applicationhowever, remains to be determined.
For this reason, this report will only consider steady flow ejector systems.

Since it is desired to amplify the primary thrust as much as possible,
i.e., obtain the maximum augmentation ratio, a great deal of effort is spent in
designing primary and boundary layer control nozzles to effectively do this job.
In most cases the necessary and detailed design requirements for these neZzles
is very much dependent on the over-all configuration of the augmenter. By
reducing the complex configurations to a much simplified format, that can be
described in terms of a limited number of geometric parameters, and estimating
the mixing characteristics as well as the typical flow losses that have been
measured on ejector systems, it is possible to develop a first order estimate
of performance. The sensitivity of the ejector to various loss mechanisms can
be examined as well as gross parameters such as mass flow rates, velocities,
thrust and augmentation.

In this study, four computer codes were available. Th'e first was
written at the NAVAIRDEVCEN and is based on the one-dimensional Incompressible
Sflow analysis outlined by Quinn, Viets and others (references (b), (e), and (f)).

, A second more complex one-dimensional analysis, because of its use of compress-
ible flow relationships, was developed and reported by Salter (reference (g)).
Dr. Salter provided a detailed listing of his computer code for use by the
NAVAIRDEVCEN and it is upon this analysis that most of the computations shown
in this report are based. This code was modified at the NAVAIRDEVCEN to allow
for skewness at the diffuser exit and the incorporation of a jet-diffuser con-
figuration. The third code was made available by the North American Aircraft
Division (Columbus) of the Rockwell International Corporation. This is a two-
dimensional finite difference analysis and is an extension on the origlaal
work of Gilbert and Hill (reference W)). Both of the previous two com-duter

codes are proprietary to Bell Aerospace Textron and Rockwell International
Corporation respectively and are not generally available to industry. The
fourth computer code, by far the most compl]ex, is a three-dimeusional finite
element ejector analysis. This code is a variant within a much larger flow
field analysis code and was developed at Bell Aerospace Textron under the
sponsorship of NASA., Lewis, (reference (i)). Because of the complexity of this
code and its potential for application over a wide range of flow conditions,
it was extremely difficult to use. Input data was difficult to develop and
running times were long. Because of these disadvantages, only limited use was
made of this code. In fact, it was only run on a case where there was a mix-
ing of two streams, one being a primary flow and the other a secondary or co-
flowing field. To include the effects of multiple nozzles, a mixing section,

'44
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as well as a diffuser within the code would result in excessive running times.
Even a solution for the mixing of two streams with a total of 28 nodal points
ran for 30 seconds on the NAVAIRDEVCEN CDC 6600 computer. For the above rea-
sons, this code was pursued no further and plans for additional ejector ana-
lyses were dropped.

The ejector code provided by Rockwell also has its limitations. It
was designed specifically to analyze configurations that included both a center-
body primary flow and Coanda wall Jets. It was not possible, without exten-
sive alteration of the code, to eliminate the Coanda flows. Although the
Rockwell code includes nozzle losses, turning efficiency for the Coanda flows,
friction losses throughout the ejector and mixing losses, it does not include
secondary inlet losses nor diffuser efficiency. In any case, the Rockwell
code was only applied to specialized configurations with Coanda wall jets.

It must be noted that all of the codes examined in this report are
basically built on the original analysis developed by von Karman (reference
(J)), with increasing degrees of sophistication. A new approach to analyzing
ejector flows has been introduced by Bevilaqua (reference (k)) and considers
the ejector shroud as flying through a flow field of entrained air. In this
technique the entrainment of the secondary air by the primary flow is developed
from a viscid analysis. Once this entrained flow has been characterized it
is replaced with line of sinks and the overall flow in and around the ejector
is solved from an inviscid or potential approach using a vortex lattice. This
method offers several distinct advantages in that the effects of adjacent
bodies on the ejector flow can be included and, details of the ejector shroud
(being treated as a wing) can be examined. The impact of changes to the
configuration of the inlet lips and/or diffuser flaps can be readily seen.
Although this is a novel and interesting approach to ejector analysis it is
still under development and will not be pursued in this report. Some simpli-
fied aspects of this approach, however, have been incorporated in the Rock-
well version of the Gilbert and Hill code that was supplied to the NAVAIR-
DEVCEN

Although the simplified one-dimensional techniques and codes avail-
able will not provide detailed analysis for a complete internal design they
should be most effective in the conceptual design stages in setting upper
limits on augmentation as well as providing a more realistic limit when losses
are included.

The following sections of this rgport will start with a simplified
ideal (no loss) ejector configuration (see'Figure 1.1). The sensitivity of
gross parameters for the ejector will be examined with respect to variations
in geometry and thermodynamic parameters. Flow losses will then be included
and the sensitivity of the overall performance of the ejector system will be
examined as a function of these losses. Having done this, several specific
ejector systems for which experimental data is available will then be examinedto determine the usefulness of these analyses, particularly the one-dimensionalcodes, for conceptual design studies.

h5
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2.0 Discussion of Results

2.1 General Characteristics: No Losses

Prior to introducing various flow losses within the ejector,
it is of some interest to examine the response of an ideal ejector to
various geometric and thermodynamic variations. In this case the simplified
ejector configuration shown in Figure 1.1 will be uRed. This baseline
ejector will have the following characteristics:

AI/Ao - 20 Ta - 519'R (411.2"K)

- 1.8 Pa a 2116 LBF/FT2 (1.013XI03 Pa)

Po/Pa - 1.3 W - 10" (0.25 m)

To W 519*R (411.2*K) Lm - 5" (0.127m)

Va - 0.0 m/sec Ld - 23" (0.584 m)

From this baseline, the following variants have been examined:

10.0 < AI/Ao < 30

1.0 < A3 /A2  2.2

1.3 < NPR < 2.3

520OR < To < 1460*R

520aR < Ta < 620*R

O.C V < 100 ft/sec (30.48 ri/sec)

2.1.1 Geometry

The one-dimensional compressible analysis will be primarily used
for these variations. It is of interest, however, to compare the
computations for augmentation ratio using the one-dimensional compressible
and incompressible codes. This comparison is shown in Figure 2.1 A&B. It
is clear that some deviation, although sligot, does exist. This deviation
is most pronounced at high values of A3 /A2 and low values of AI/Ao. In
both of these cases the secondary velocity is high and compressibility
effects are to be expected. Because of its greater flexibility and
ability to handle thermodynamic variations the one-dimensional compressible
code will be used to examine the additional variations.

tA
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In Figure 2.2 A&B the effects o* the secondary to primary

velocity ratio (Vs/Vp), mass flow ratio (Ms/f!p) and efficiency of energy

transfer are illustrated as functions of inlet and diffuser area ratio.

The transfer efficiency in this case is defined as the ratio of the

kinetic energy of the ejector efflux to the kinetic energy of the primary
stream. The mass flow ratio increases with both A /A ad A/A The

velocity ratio, however, increases with A3/A2 but lecreases wit Al/A
The efficiency of energy transfer, it will be noted, follows the trend
of the velocity ratio Vs/Vp. Thae is, a decrease in the velocity ratio
will cause a decrease in the efficiency of energy transfer. This does
not necessarily imply that the augmentation ratio will be decreasing
(as can be seen in Figt're 2.3) but rather that the efficiency with whiich
thrust is being amplified is decreasing. For example, when one examines
the baseline configuration, it can be shown that:

A • I >>

A(A3 /A2 ) A(A/A)
A1 /AO-20 A3 /A2-1.8

Hence, it would appear that greater leverage on augmentation ratio is
achieved by increasing the diffuser area ratio (assuming no separation)
than by increasing the inlet area ratio.

2.1.2 Primary Temperature

An example of the- importance of the secondary to primary velocity
ratio can be seen when the primary stagnation temperature is increased.
Figure 2.4 illustrates dramatically that although the isentropic nozzle
thrust is renalning relatively constant, the total ejector thrust and
augmentation ratio are decreasing. It will be noted that the velocity
ratio and efficiency of energy transfer are also decreasing while, at the
same time, the mass flow ratio is increasing. Although increased entrainment
and secondary mass flow are important, one must be careful when looking
at an increased mass flow ratio not to infer an increase in augmentation
ratio. The secondary to primary velocity ratio appears to be a better
indicator in this regard.

2.1.3 Secondary Temperature

If one takes the opposite point of view, and the ambient or

secondary air temperature is increased, it.Acan be seen from Figure 2.5
that Vs/VP increases slightly and RS/P1r decreases slightly over the
temperature range examined (520OR to 6200R). Again, both total ejector
thrust and augmentation ratio increase slightly. This point is of
interest for two reasons. First, it again illustrates the importance

* of the secondary to primary velocity ratio. Secondly, it would indicate
that augmenters should not be sensitive tQ reingestion of the warm
exhaust gases back into the secondary flow. In fact, a slight improvement

, might be anticipated. This, of course, is in strong contrast to the
degradation of primary power plant thrust with increasing ambient or inlet
temperature.

714,i
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2.1.4 Nozzle Pressure Ratio

The effects of variations of primary nozzle pressure ratio on
the baselina ejector is shown in Figure 2.6. Here it can be seen that
both the isentropic nozzle thrust a&,l the total ejector thrust increase
significantly. Augmentation ratio, however, increases only slightly.
It is interesting to note that the secondary to primary velocity ratio
increases significantly and is contrary to what one might expect intuitively.
This effect is due to the primary nozzle being choked and as a result,
assuming a convergent nozzle, the primary exit velocity is fixed at the
sonic condition. It will be noted in Figure 2.6, however, that the mass
flow ratio is decreasing and again is out of phase with the augmentation
ratio.

2.1.5 Free Stream Velocity

If the ejector is mounted in such a way that the secondary
inlet is pezpendicul&r to an ambient free stream velocity, the gross
augmentation ratio will increase substantially. The net augmentation
ratio (and the actual thrust), however, will decrease due to the ram
drag induced. Figure 2.7 illustrates these effects for the baseline
ejector. It will be noted that secondary to primary velocity and mass
flow ratios increase as does the efficiency of energy transfer. The
net or useable augmentation ratio, however, decreases rapidly.

To make use of an ejector in forward flight, therefore, one
would want to minimize the ram drag, i.e., M5 Va. Since Va is a fixed
quanitity, the only variable available for reduction is the secondary
mass flow. It would appear,_therefore, that the goal would be to
decrease Ms/Kp, increase Vs/Vp and concurrently increase the augmentation
ratio. This theoretically could be accomplished by reducing To/Ta and
increasing Po/P . This comparison is made in Figure 2.8 where the baseline!o a
configuration, with a free stream velocity of 150 ft/sec (45.7 m/sec)

I is examined with increasing values of Ta and nozzle pressure ratio. It
can be seen in this situation that both the ejector net thrust and the
net augmentation ratio are now increasing. It will also be noted, compared
to Figure 2.7, that the velocity ratio is substantially increasing but
the corresponding mass flow ratio is now decreasing. The large increase
in the velocity ratio (V F/.) is again due to the fact that the primary
nozzle is choked and, therefore, Vp remains, fixed at the sonic condition.

F In any case, it may be possible to overcome some of the deleterious
effects of ram drag on an ejector moving at a forward speed perpendicular
to the inlet by carefully controlling the thermodynamic conditions. Alperin
(reference 1) has also examined these possibilities analytically and has
included variations in the ejector geometry to minimize the ram drag losses
and develop useful ejector thrust for both subsonic and supersonic applications.

13
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2.2 Losses

Up to this point, no internal flow losses have been considered
and these losses can have a significant impact on the overall performance
of the ejector. Certainly for a conceptual design estimate, a realistic
augmentation ratio, total ejector thrust, as well as secondary and primary
mass flows and velocities are quantities that are needed because of their
Impact on power plant requirements and overall aerodynamic design. In
order to arrive at a more realistic estimate of these values, five types
of loss mechanisms hav3 been considered for the simplified ejector

configuration shown in Figure 1.1. These are:
¶ Inlet losses

Primary nozzle efficiencies

Friction losses in the mixing section

Mixing effectiveness

Diffuser efficlencies

All of these loss mechanisms have been incorpo~rated in both the one-
dimensional incompressible and compressible codes. This is not
necessarily true for the more complex two and three dimensional mixing
codes. In most cases these codes only consider the friction losses and
mixing effectiveness.

All of the above losses are treated as empirical parameters
that can be estimated by means of well developed relationships (for
example, the friction losses), from recent experimental data on similar
ejector systems, or experience. Ever, the most sophisticated mixing codes
incorporate a variety' of constants in the turbulence models that have been
"tuned" vith experimental data until reasonable agreement was found.

Application of these mixing codes to ejector analysis often requires
estimates of inlet conditions until agreement is found with experimental
exit conditions. Once this has been accomplished parametric variations
arourd the norm can be accomplished.

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the form. of these
various loss mechanisms as used in the one-dimensional codes, indicate
nomirý~'1. values for these parameters that have been measured experimentally
and de'rtistrate their sensitivity to overall ejector performance.

17
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where Aref is the wetted perimeter of the mixing section, Cf is the skin
frictioa coefficient for a flat plate and Vref is a reference velocity

Sthat would normally be taken as the avexage, velocity at station 2, that is,

the end of the mixing section. 82 will be discussed in Section 2.2.4. The

akin friction coefficient for a flat plate with a turbulent boundary layer
can be expressed empirically as: -0.2

Cf - 0.074 (Vref.Lm/U) (8)

In the case of an ejector configuration that injects the primary fluid
along the wall or uses high velocity wall jet boundary layer control, Vref
may be substantially higher than V2 and as a result the value of Ef cou d
increase substantially. In terms of a friction factor, f, related to
pipe flow, Ef can be written:

ýf - fLm/2Di.02 (9)

2
Where f - 4 (CVref/V2) Cf, L. is the length of the m:xing section, and Dh
is the hydraulic diameter.

Dh - 2A2 /Orw+) (10)

As a result, the pressure drop due to friction in the mixing section
(equation (6)) can be rewritten in the format used by Salter as:

-2
APf - (f L. / 2D) 2 VZ ()i)

2.2.4 Mixing effectiveness

Mixing effectiveness within the one-dimensional ejector codes
is handled by introducing a flow skewness parameter. This parameter is
provided as input to these simplified codes and determines how far the
velocity profile de.viates from an ideal fully mixed condition, i.e., a
uniform velocity profile. The skewness parameter ( 8i) is defined as the
momentum flux through a given area Ai divided by the momentum flux due
to a uniform mass average velocity profile." That is:

2 -2 A
8i / v p dA V (12)

If the flow is completely mixed and the velocity is uniform, Bi - 1.0.
The values of 0i increase above unity as the flow becomes more'non-uniform.
One can express the actual momentum flux through a given area in terms of
a momentum flux due to a uniform mass average velocity profile times its
appropriate skewness parameter. It will be assumed, in what fillows, that

. the velocity profile of both the primary flow and secondary Elow entering
the mixing section inlet are uniform. The ske'vness of each of these flows,
therefore, will be assumed to be unity. Their individual velojities,however,

* would be significantly different. Skewness at the end of the m4y4ns section
'1• (or start of the diffuser) and at the exit of the diffuser will be allowed

to assume non-unity values. As will be shown later, these skewness values
will have a significant impact on the overall performance of the ejector.

19
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* The ejector analyses that are used in the simplified one-
dimensional codes consider the energy and momentum exchange process
to occur in the defined mixing section. Por this reason a skewness value
(estimate of the extent of mixing) must be specified at the end of this
mixing section. Measured values of skewness, however, are usually made

* ~at the exit of the diffuser. It cannot be assumed that these measured
values at the exit of the diffuser are the same as at the start of the
diffuser (i.e., the end of the mixing section). In fact, there is a
coi'aiderable body of experimental evidence (references n, o, and p)
indicating that the skewness may increase or decrease as the flow passes
through the diffuser depending upon the direction of diffusion with
respect to the skewed velocity profile. Diffusion in the plane of the
velocity profile reduces mixing and incretses skewness. Diffusion out
of the plane of the velocity profile, i.e., perpendicular to the velocity
profile enhances mixing and reduces skewness. Although the one-dimensione'
relationships developed by Quinn include the skewness terms both at the
end of the mixing and diffusion sections, a relationship between the two
is not provided. The code developed by Salter, on the other hand, only
includes the skewness~ at the end of the mixing section and assumes the
value for skewness at the exit of the diffuser to be unity. Although
this may be approximately true for the special cases he examined, it would
not be true in general. In most cases, experimental data on skewness would
only be available at the exit of the diffuser. For this reason the
expression for (0) in the Salter code was modified such that a skewness
value at the exit of the diffuser appears. That is:

SAi P3v3 dA 3V3()
V1 pv dA No (13

Equation (13) would suggest that the augmentation ratio can be increased by
increasing 833. The skewness at the end of the mixing section (02), however,
is related to B3 and increasing 83, for a given diffuser area ratio, will impact

the value of 82. As will be seen later, the value of 82 is a driving
parameter in the ejector operation and in general an increase in 82 results

I: ~in reduced ejector performance. *

ga Based on the limited data available from references f, n, o, and
garelationship between 82 and 83 has been developed. This relationship,

asImentioned previously, will depend on whether the diffusion process is

occurring in or out of the plane of the velocity profile. The following
relationships hive been postulated:

Diffusion in the velocity profile plane, (4

83~82

20
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Diffusion perpendicular to the velocity plane,

2
(A2 /A 3 )

03 - p2 (15)

Hence skewness increases for diffusion in the plane of the velocity profl.le
and decreases for diffusion out of the plane (or perpendicular) to the plane
of the velocity profile. These Pxpressions provide reasonable agreement with
available skewness data and, as will be shown later allow for reasonable
estimates of augmenter performance to be made if skewness values of either
82 or 83 are known or can be apprzim-ated based on previous experience.

2.2.5 Diffuser efficiency

Losses within the diffuser can be expressed in terms of a
diffuser pressure coefficient (C ) as does Quinn or in terms of a diffuser
efficiency OD) as does Salter. These two terms are related as follows:

= (nDC'p)1'2 (16)

where C' - 1 - (A2 /A3 ) 2 and is the ideal incompressible

pressure coefficient.

Efficiencies for a well designed diffuser have the general
characteristics shown in Figure 9.9. That is, they typically increase with
diffuser half angle until the flowi separates. The point or angle at which
separation occurs in an ejector diff',ser obviously is dependent upon the
specific design and the amount of boundary layer control (BLC) within the
diffuser. The configurations studied by Quinn at the Aerospace Research
Laboratories, which had a minimum of BLC, typically separated at half
"angles from approximately 5* to 9*. The Rockwell Int..rnattonal ejectors
that make use of Coanda wall jets to enhance entrainment as well as provide
boundary layer control in the diffuser, typically separate at approximately
16* half angle. The Alperin jet-diffuser concept, with its relati-ely
high blowing rate for BLC as well as increasing its effective diffuser
area ratio has gone to half angles as high as 60* without separation. Once
diffuser stall or separation occurs, however, augmentation ratio falls
off rather abruptly as will. be seen iu some of the experimental data in
Section 2.3.

2.2.6 Elector sensitivity to losses

Having listed the five loss mechanisms that are included in
the one-dimensional codes, it is of interest to know how sensitive the
overall augmenter performance is with respect to each of the losses, In
order to show this sensitivity, a range of values have been selected for
each loss parameter and the resultant change in augmentation ratio, normalized
to the ideal augmentation ratio, caused by each parameter in turn, is
displayed in Figure 2.10.

21
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The baseline configuration previously discussed for the
ideal case was used for this comparison and the range of values used for
the loss parameters are as follows:

Inlet loss 0.00 <_ l <_ 0.050

Primary nozzle efficiency 0.88 < nN < 1.00

Friction losses 0.00 < f <_ 0.007

Diffuser entrance skewness 1.00 . 2 1.05

Diffuser efficiency 0.88 <. D < 1.00

This figure also illustrates the effects of diffusion in and out of the
plane of the velocity ýxofile.

The range of values chosen for each of these parameters was
based on values that had been measured at ARL and/or some current work that
is being done by the Rockwell International Corporation on the XFV-12A
augmenter wing aircraft technology demonstrator. Over this range of parameters,
it is clear that the skewness of the mixing section (82), provided the
diffusion process is out of the velocity plane, is by far the most sensitive
parameter in driving the augmenter performance. If the diffusion process is
in the velocity plane or if the skewness is very low, the driving parameter
then appears to be the diffuser efficiency. Care must be taken when examining
these results, however, since only one parameter is allowed to vary at a time
and all others are assumed to remain at these ideal values. in actuality,
things are not totally independent and a diffusion process in the velocity
plane which causes the skewness factor 83 to increase and as a result increases
the augmentation ratio, is neglecting the fact that the diffuser efficiency
is a function of skewness and may be decreasing as P is increasing. The net
result would be that AO/Oideal would be substaintially higher for the diffusion
in the velocity plane case than illustrated in figure 2.10. Diffusion
processes both in and out of the velocity profile plane were examined by
ARL. The best known of the ARL ejector configurations was that used by Quinn
where the diffusion was out of the plane of the velocity profile and therefore

9l the skewness is decreasing as the flow passes through the diffuser.

The effective diffuser exit skewness for the Alperin Jet
Diffuser Ejector has been estimated (basedon experimental data taken at
the Naval Air Propulsion Center) to be apptoximately 1.05. Since this
diffusion process is in the plane of the velocity profile, the skewness
at the throat or start of the diffuser can be estimated from equation (14)
to be approximately 1.004. Since these values of skewness are so low, one
might assume the diffuser efficiency is dominating the loss mechanisms.
Estimating the diffuser efficiency, however, it would appear to bp very
high, assuming a diffuser half angle of 45* with no separation. 'i.ie almost

OI ideal values for both mixing skewness and diffuser efficiency probably
account for this ejector's excellent performance.
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Other augmenter configurations currently under invest•igation
for application to the XFV-12A technology demonstrator have given measured
skewness values from 1.05 to 1.15 at the diffuser exit. The diffusion
process, in this case, is also in the plane of the velocity profile and,
therefore, the skewness at the entrance to the diffuser is lower than at
its exit. With these exit skewness values one! might again suspect the
diffuser efficiency to dominate the ejector losses.

Mixing section friction losses are consistently the least
important to the augmenter performance. The loss parameter Ef is a functioa
of the friction coefficient, reference velocity and mixing section length.
It appears however, that unless these values are exceptionally large only
a small degradation is seen in ejector performance.

Reasonable values for primary nozzle efficiencies and inlet
loss parameters do not appear to drive the performance, although for low
inlet aica ratios and high diffuser area ratios (and consequently high
secondary flow velocities) inlet losses can become substantial. F

It is now of interest to apply these codes to the performancc
estimation of actual laboratory ejectors that have been built and tested and
for which there are experimental data on the total ejector performance as
well as some limited data on the loss parameters. It is clear from the
foregoing that, if loss parameter data is not available, the skewness and
diffuser efficiency are the most difficult to estimate because of their high
sensitivity. T'hree basic configurations will be examined. The first are
those configurations studied by u.iinn at ARL. The second are basic
configurations being used by Rockwell International and include a centerbody
nozzle with Coanda wall jets on the diffuser shrouds. The third is the
Liperin Jet-Diffuser ejector developed by the Flight Dynamics Research
Corporation as part of the Navy's Small Tactical Air Mobility Platform
(STAMP) Program.

2.3 Comparisons with Experimental Data

2.3.1 AR., Configurations

By far the best known experimental work with high augmentation
ratio ejectors is that conducted uy Ouinn at the Aerospace Research Laboratories.
Reference b discusses the experimental configurations studied and the results
that were obtained. The main variations were in mixing section and diffuser
length with the results shown in terms of 'ugmentation ratio versus diffuser
area ratio. What appears clear in these results (reproduced in Figure 2.11)V is that the ejectors all exhibit the same characteristics and approximate
augmentation up to a diffuser area ratio of approximately 1.5. At this
point both configurations B and D show a sudden decrease in augmentation
ratio indicating a diffuser stall. As can be seen from Table 1, diffuser
stall sets in at diffuser half angles from 5-9 degrees and is based on the
point of maximum diffuser efficiency (see Figure 2.12) or the point where
the rise in augmentation just starts to degrade.
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Table I
STALL CONDITIONS FOR ARL DIFFUSERS

Configuration AI/A2  6dej n(max)

A 1. 65 5.8 0.934
B 1.35 5.8 0.917
C 1.6 7.5 0.950
D 1.47 5 0.89
F 2.4 9 0.97

The design point for the ARL work was configuration A. Computations
had been made to determine the length of the mixing section such that the
spreading primary flows would just reach the mixer walls before entering the
diffuser. This length had been determined to be 13 inches. Increasing the
mixer length to 16 inches in configuration D causes the spreading primary flow
to intercept the walls ptematurely with a resultant increase in friction
losses. It is doubtful, however, that friction losses alone should cause such
a rapid degradation. Bevilaqua in reference g also noted this effect with
increasing hypermixing angles on the primary nozzles, although the degradation
in performance does not appear to be as severe,as in the case of configuration D.

Making use of the one-dimensional codes, the performance
characteristics (augmentation ratios) for the ARL configurations can be
estimated. In order to make these computations, however, values for the
various loss parameters must be assumed. Experimental work conducted at
ARL has provided reasonable estimates for these parameters which are listed
as follows:

Inlet loss parameter (i) l ) ------ 0.025

Primary nozzle efficiency (rN)-10.96

Friction factor (f) ------------ 0.0078-0.0211

Mixing effectiveness (82) - - - - - 1.01-1.04

Diffusion efficiency (nD)-- ----- O. 8 3-0. 9 6

The friction factor has been computed in this case by first
assuming the ejector is ideal (i.e., no losses) and determining a value for
V2 . Now using this value in equation (8) as Vref, a value for the friction
coefficient over a flat plate can be determined. This value along with V2is then substituted into equation (7) to determine tf. Equation (9) can then
be used to obtain a value for the friction factor (f) which is used as
input to the Salter code.
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Estimating values for diffuser efficiency in this case
can be done by examining the curves given by ()uinn in reference b showing
Aq/q as a function of diffuser half angle for the various ejector
conffu'rtions tested. These values can then be related to an overall
loss parameter q, i.e.,

q - qIDE (1 + Aq/qIDEAL) (17)

where
2

q *DEAL 1 1 + (A2 /A3 ) . (18)

Having computed a q for a give!n configuration and diffuser area ratio
and previously having estimated values for 82 and Cf, a value for diffuser
efficiency (OD) can be obtained from the following expression, used by
Ouinn for his losses downstream of the injection plane.

q - 202 (Ef + 1) - nD 1 - (A2 /A3 )] (19)

where nD has been defined as

S- 
( 2Cýp)/C'p (20)

Fanchar (reference r) also did some work with the ARL diffusers and indicated
the range of diffuser efficiencies as a function of diffuser half angle. These
results, however, are all for half angles greater than 9* and as a result are
only for the stalled conditions. The -extracted diffuser efficiencies for the
ARL data is shown in Figure 2.12 along with the nominal values indicated by
Fanchar.

Taking the specific values for diffuser efficiency and using them for
the code computations gives good agreement, as expected, with the
experimental results for augmentation ratio. (Figure 2.13 A&B). At the
conceptual design stage, however, one would not have these specifics,
although it could be assumed that the general levels and characteristics
of diffuser efficiency could be achieved. For this reason a nominal or
generalized curve for diffuser efficiency (with no separation) has beenI developed from this data kFigure 2.12). Determining, a priori, the point
or half angle w!-.ere separation will occur in a given diffuser is a difficult
task. Although some empirical relationships have been developed for specific
ejector designs (see, for example, referenae a), in general this would be
unknown. Since it is desired to operate the ejectors in a region where the
diffusaers are not stalled, the nominal curve for diffuser efficiency, with no
separation, shown in Figure 2.12 will be used. This generalized curve will
be applied to the Rockwell International configurations as well as the jet-
diffuser configuration developed by the Flight Dynamics Research Corporation.
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2.3.2 Rockwell Configurations

In order to apply the simplified one-dimensional codes to the
Rockwell International configuration, it requires that additional assumptions
be made. These are primarily related to the inlet geometry. The generic Rockwell

configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.14 and shows a centerbody with multiple
nozzles that run along the span of the ejector. In addition to the centerbody,
there are Coanda nozzles that are located on the inlet lips and generate wall
jets along the diffuser flaps. These wall jets entrain secondary flow as well
as provide a method of energizing the boundary layer in the diffuser and keep
the flow attached. Unfortunately the weakest link in the diffuser is not the
diffuser flaps but rather the end walls and corners. For this reason, small
boundary layer control (BLC) nozzles (not shown) are provided to keep the
flow in these critical areas attached.

For use in the one-dimensional codes, the centerbody, Coanda
and BLC nozzles are all lumped into one primary nozzle located in the
centerbody position. This is done, of course, on the basis of all primary
and boundary layer control nozzles operating at the same pressure and
temperature ratios. In addition, it will be assumed that the sum of the
geometric primary and secondary flow area will be equal to the throat area
of the ejector. This assumption is made because of the difficulty in

*considering multiple injection ports and trying to reference all flow areas
* to a common reference plane where the static pressure is assumed to be

equalized. The length of the mixing section will be assumed equivalent tc
the runniag length, along the nhroud, from the exit of the Coanda nozzles
to the start of the diffuser section (or throat) of the ejector and will be
assumed to be of constant cross-sectional area.

It was desired to know how useful the one-dimensional codes
would be in estimating ejector performance with these simplifying assumptions.
Two cases in particular were examined. The first configuration is a small
scale ejector used by Rockwell to study corner separation (reference a).
The second is the wing ejector that was developed for the XFV-12A technology
demonstrator aircraft. Both of these ejectors are similar in cross-section
to that shown in Figure 2.14. The small scale model, however, was a rectangular
ejector whereas the XFV-12A wing was much more complex, having a tapered
throat, tapered nozzles over the wing span and- tapered flaps on the diffuser
trailing edge. In order to simplify these 'configurations to something tractable
and capable of being analyzed with these simplified codes, both ejectors
will be idealized to the configuration as previously described. In the case
of the XFV-12A ejector, average values at three separate locations along the

span were used to provide a first order estimate of performance.
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The centerbody used in the small scale model extent.ed :he
length of the ejector span and consisted of 15 cross-slot nozzles. T ie
specific details of this configuration are given in reference a. Some of
the basic parameters of interest, however, are as follows:

Moel 1. Span--....-I.l667 ft (0.508m)

Throat Area/Total Nozzle Area ----------- 20.5

Mixing Section Length ------------------ 0.051 ft (0.0155m)

¶ Diffuser Length ----- ---- 0.584 ft (0.178m)
Total Nozzle Area ----------------- 0.033 ft 2 (0.00307m2 )

Nozzle Pressure Ratio---............5

Primary Gas Temperature----------------- 540*R (300*K)

The mixing section length for friction losses in this case was assumed to be
equal to the running length of the Coanda surface from the exit of the nozzle
to the throat or start of the diffuser section.

The loss parameters to be assumed for this configuration are
as follows:

Inlet loss parameters (•I)-0.025

Primary nozzle efficiency (nN) ------------0.90

Friction factor (f)-........---------0.250

Mixing effectiveness estimated at
m •exit of diffuser (8 3)-----1.05-1.10

Diffuser efficiency ( .------- 0.91-0.97

The inlet loss parameter has been assumed to be the same as
the AR configurations, since no better inflrmation is available. The primarynozzle efficiency is known to be somewhat less than the hypermixing nozzles "

and iii this case will be assumed to be 0.90. The friction factor used isbased on a reference velocity of 800 ft/sec (244 m/see) which was the •
measured value of the Coanda wall jet given in reference a. Not having this

information available, however, a reasonable first order estimate could be
obtained by assuming the eJector to be ideal and using the computed primary

I'• stream velocity as a value for the reference velocity. The skewness factor
at the exit of the diffuser has been assumed to ba 1.05-1.10, Although there
is no direct experimental evidence for these values given in reference a,
similar laboratory models at Rockwell using hyTermixing centerbody nozzles

r have given skewness values in this range.
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For this particular configuration, i.e., a cross-slot centerbody
it is very difficult to determine if the diffusion process is in or
perpendicular to the plane of the velocity profile. A cut through the center
of the ejector at the span mid-point would see the peaks caused by two Coanda
wall Jets and the centerbody. Similarly a cut along the ejector span would
see the velocity peaks of the individual cross slot nozzles. Since this
point is not clear and the diffusion process could be considered in either
mode it will be assumed in this case that a2 - 83.

Diffuser efficiency will again be considered to be a function
of the diffuser half angle ( 6 D). Since no better infcrmation is available,
however, the diffuser efficiency will be assumed to follow the nominal curve
shown in Figure 2.12. In this case the efficiency will be assumed to increase
monotonically with the diffuser half angle to a value of 0.97 and a stall
condition will not be assumed.

The results of these computations in comparison to experimental
data are illustrated in Figure 2.15. In addition, the ideal curve (i.e.,
no losses) is also shown. It can be seen from these curves that better agreement
with experimental data might have been achieved by varying skewness with diffuser
half angle.

A similar analysis has been done for the XFV-12A wing
configuration. Because of the detailed complexity of the ejector, numerous
assumptions have to be made in order to make use of the simplified one-dimensional
codes. Based on detailed configuration measurements at the wing root, mid span
and tip, a nominal cross-section can be developed. Here again all the centerbody,
Coanda and boundary layer control uozzles have been lumped together into a
single primary centerbody nozzle. Some of the basic parameters of interest for
this configuration are as follows:

Span� --- ------ 8.956 ft (2.729m)

Throat area/Total Nozzle area----------.16.0

Mixer length----- -----0.568 ft (0.277m)

Diffuser length-- --..- . . ..--------3.02 ft (0.989m)

Y2 2
Total nozzle area -------------- ---- 0.8959 ft (0.083m

Nozzle pressure ratio- -- -------2.3

H Primary gas temperature ------------------- 1360*R (755*K)

The mixing section length in this case was again taken as the running length
of the Coanda surface from the nozzle exit to the throat of the ejector.

'13
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The loss parameters assumed for this configuration are givenas follows:

Inlet loss parameter (E) ------------- 0.025

Primary nozzle efficiency (ON) ----------- 0.930

Friction Factor (f) ---------------------- 0.223

Mixing effectiveness estimated

at exit of diffuser (83)----------1.05-1.15

Diffuser efficiency (OD) -.------ 89-0.97

S I As in the small scale model previously discussed the inlet
loss parameter will be assumed to be the same as measured by ARL. The
primary nozzle efficiency will be assumed to be slightly less than that
measured for hypermixing nozzles by ARL. The friction factor is based on
a reference velocity of 1584 ft/sec (483 m/s) which is the sonic velocity
for a nozzle flow at a total temperature of 1360*R and a pressure ratio based
on the static pressure within the ejector at the inlet.

A range of skewness values at the exit of the diffuser are
examined. These are based on values measured by Rockwell with the full scale
model (not the aircraft hardware) and are quite typical for their configuration.
It will also be noted that the diffusion process is primarily in the plane of
the velocity profile and, therefore, the skewness at the end of the mixing
section will be computed from equation (14).

Diffuser efficiency will again be considered to follow the nominal
efficiency curve and will be assumed to monotonically increase (i.e., diffuser
stall will not be considered) to a maximum value of 0.97 as was done for the
snall scale model (See Figure 2.12). The results of these estimates are shown
ia Figure 2.16 and compared to some initial full scale data taken by Rockwell
on their whirl test rig (Ref. s).

In addition to the one-dimensional code, the 2,.D finita difference
code developed by Rockwell to analyze their particular configuration (i.e., a
centerbody with two Coanda wall jets) was exercised. The code as it exists
at present can only be applied to-a centerbody that has hypermixing or slot

K nozzles. This is true because the empirical constants that have to be set
V! within the input for the mixing analysis have only been established for these

two types of nozzles. For this reason the code was not exercised for the small' ! scale cross-slot centerbody ejector previously discussed. When used for the

XFV-12A wing configuration, however, reasonably good estimates were obtained
and are shown on Figure 2.16. These values tend to be a bit high, however,
since only friction losses, mixing losses and primary nozzle losses are
included. Inlet losses and diffuser efficiency values are not included in
the analysis. In addition, the primary total temperatures were assumed to be
somewhat lower (1260*R) than the values used for the one dimensional analysis
because of difriculties in running the analysis. This also would tend to give
a higher value for augmentation ratio.
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2.3.3 Alperin Jet-Diffuser Elector

The jet-diffuser concept f or thrust augmentation was originally
outlined by Morel and Lissaman (reference (t)). The specific jet-diffuser
ejector discussed in this report was developed by the Flight Dynamics Research
Corporation and has generated rather high augmentation ratios with a relatively
short diffuser. The key to. its high performance is the high velocity jet
located around the throat of the ejector at the start of the diffuser section.
This jet flow no~t only energizes the boundary layer to keep the diffuser flow
attached at large dif fuser half angles (up to 60*) but also allows the dif fusion
process to continue beyond the physical walls of the diffuser and, as a result,
produces very high effective diffuser area ratios. The ejector herein discussed
is known as the Alperin jet-diffuser ejector, was developed for the Navy's
"Small Tactical. Aerial Mobility Platform" program and is described in some
detail in ref arence (d). A three view drawing of the ejector is shown in
Figure 2.17.

In order to analyze this configuration the existing one-dimensional
compressible code was modified to account for the jet-diffuser effect (that is,
an effective diffuser area ratio that was greater than the physical diffuser)
and the fact that this required an additional mass flow from a gas generator

4that was not being augmented as were the main primary flows.

The solution technique is to assume an in'tial effective diffuser
area ratio that is 1.5 timnes that of the geometric aiffuser area ratio. The
entire ejector solution is then carried out with the assumption that the ejector
flow to atmospheric pressure at the exit of the effective jet-diffuser and not
the exit of the geometric diffuser. Once this has been done and all the flow
and velocity parameters are now known, a value for the effective diffuser area
ratio can be computed following a standard jet flap analysis illustrated in
reference (in). If this value does not agree with the originally assumed value
to within a specified tolerance, a new estimate for the effective diffuser
area ratio will be made and the process repeated until the two values converge
to within the given tolerance. Once the convergence condition is realized, all
of the output values are printed.

The gross thrust of the ejector is now the augmented thrust of the primary
nozzles plus the thrust from the diffuser lets minus losses to wall friction
within the geometric diffuser. The isentr6pic nozzle thrust (needed to comn-
pute the augmentation ratio) now includes both the primary and diffuser nozzle
flows expanding to ambient pressure. As in the previous analysis for the
Rockwell configurations, the sum of the geometric primary nozzle area and

* the secondary flow area are considered to be equal to the ejector throat area.

buil byDetailed experimental data has been taken on a jet-diffuser ejector

buil bythe Flight Dynamics R'-!search Corporation for the Navy. (Reference (u)) .
B ased on this specific configuration, the modified one-dimensional ejector code

*has been run and the computed results compared to the experimental data. Some
of the basic parameters of interest for this ejector are as follows:
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Model Span ------------------------------- 1.25 ft (0.381m)

Throat Area/Primary Nozzle Area ------------- 29.55

Mixing Section Length---------.. -------.. . 0.3199 ft(0.0975m)

Diffuser Wall Length --- .............. 0.4181 ft (0.127m)

Primary Nozzle Area-... . ....... .... ... 0.0141 ft 2  (0.0013m2)
2 1-4m

Diffuser Nozzle Area ------------------- - 0.0067 ft2 (6.22 X 10 m)

Geometric Diffuser Area Ratio --------------- 2.5

2 2
Diffuser Surface AreA------ ------l.6 ft (0.149m

The mixing section length in this case wac again assumed to be equal to the
running length of the inlet surfacs to the throat of the ejector, The diffuser
wall length is the running length of the diffuser wall from the jet exit to the
geometric end of the diffuser. For the most part, the primary and diffuser
pressures and temperatures are maintained equivalent, although they were 7aried
somewhat experimentally and could be varied independently in the modified code.

The loss parameters that have been assumed for this configuration
are as follows:

Inlet Loss Parameter (El) ------- 0.0140

Primary No=zle Efficiency (T1NP)--------- 0.98

Diffuser Nozzle Efficiency (n) ---- 0.98

Friction Factor (f)-0.0197

'! Mixing Effectiveness estimated
a• exit of effective diffuser (03)-----l.05

Diffuser Efficiency (DD)- 0.98

The value for the inlet loss parameter was selected on the
basis 3f experimental data on this configuration given in reference m.
The primary nozzle efficiency was based on the smooth converging nozzle
configuration used in this design. Since no better data was available, the
same value was used for the diffuser noLzle. The friction factor is based on
the turbulent flat plate skin friction coefficient which in turn is based
on the average velocity at the ejector throat and the running length from
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the inlet to the throat. The skewness at the exit of the effective diffuser
was estimated on the basis of the experimental work provided by reference u.Ii Since this diffusion process is in the plane of the velocity profile, equation
(14) will be used to calculate the skewness at the exit of the mixing section.
Based on this realtionshipit w-ill be seen that the skewness values at the
ejector throat are very low. This, couplod with the high effective diffuser
area ratios, provides the reason for the excellent performance from the ejector.
Diffuser efficiency is quite high and is based on the nominal curve shown in
Figure 2.12. For this configuration the diffuser half angle is 45e.

augmentationon of predicted and experimental values for
augenttio raio s afunction of nozzle pressure ratio and temperature are

shown in Figure 2.18. Rather good agreement has bee~i obtained over a wide
range of pressure ratios with the primary flow at ambient temperature. It can
be seen that the augmentation ratio is essentially constant at the lower nozzle
pressure ratios and falls off gradually as the pressure ratio increases. At
higher temperatures (860*R) significant deviation between computed and experi-
mental values occurs with the predicted value being lower than the actual data.
A possible explanation for this difference comes from two areas. The first
involves the fact that the primary exhaust total temperature was not actually
measured and the temperatures reported experimentally are plenum temperatures.
Substantial heat loss could have occurred within the primary nozzles causing the
primary exhaust temperatures to be well below the plenum temperatures. Reducing
the exhaust temperatures of the primary would cause an increase in the computed
values for augmentation ratio. Secondly, experimental measurements have shown
that the primary and diffuser areas increased 'slightly due to thermal expansion.
This again supports the idea of high thermal losses from the primary flow. The
increase in areas would also cause the computed values for augmentation ratio to
increase slightly.

Excellent agreement has been obtained between experiment and
theory for a number of parameters at the ambient temperature condition. These
are illustrated in. Table II and are based on nozzle pressure ratios of 1.31.
and nozzle temperatures of T.- Ttfl - 520*R (288-K).

Table II
VCOMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED

VALUES FOR "STAMP" EJECTOR (REF. u

Parameter Measured Computed

Ejector gross trs--------- 47.609----------- 47.882

Isentropic nozzle thrust-------------- 26.004 - -------- 26.194

Augmentation ratio ---------------- ------ 1.8308 - -- -- 1.828

Primary nozzle mass flow rate---------- 0.8172 --- -- 0.8382

Diffuser mass flow rate------------- 0.4108-----------------0.3974
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3.0 Conclusions

The usefulness of the complex two and three dimensional mixing

codes for ejector analysis, at this paint, appear to have only limited application.

the detailed parameters and constants required for these codes are not available.

Once these codes are properly "tuned" i.e.. the constants required in the mixing
analysis are properly set, very useful parametric studies on the detailed flows
can be accomplished. These computer runs can, however, be rather long and

expensive depending upon the complexity of the problem and the detail desired
in the output.

The simplified one-dimensional codes, particularly the analysis

¶ developed by Salter and modified at the NAVAIRDEVCEN, appear to be very useful
at the conceptual and preliminary design stage. Despite some of the assumptions

that have to be made to simplify the configurations and the loss parameters that

must be estimated, reasonable agreement can be obtained with experimental data.
The most sensitive of these assumptions appear to be the extent of mixing
(characterized by flow skewness) and the diffuser efficiency.

Modifications to the original Salter code have allowed
performance estimates to be made of a jet-diffuser type ejector with good
agreement with experimental results.

In addition to computing overall performance, estima~tes can be
made of the primary and diffuser mass flow that would be required from the gas
generator, the secondary inlet mass flows and velocities as well as the
ejector exit mass flows and velocities. All this information, of course,
would be required by a designer when considering the overall aerodynamic
performance of an aircraft.
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5.0 List of Symbols

A Area

BLC Boundary Layer Control

CD External nozzle drag coefficienit

Cf Skin friction coefficient

C Diffuser pressure coefficient

CV Nozzle velocity coefficient

Dh Hydraulic diameter

f Friction factor

h Ejector span

Kl Inlet loss coefficient

LD• Diffuser length

L Mixing section length
TP

0

m Mass flux

SNPR Nozzle pressure ratio

ITrR Nozzle temperature ratio

p Static pressure

P Pressure

q Term for ejector losses, downstream from plane of injection

Aq/q Measure of duct-diffuser losses

T Thrust or remperature

v Velocity at a point

�iV Mass average velocity

"V1 Isentropic nozile velocity*1 N

V Width of ejector throat
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Flow skewness or momentum coefficient

S•DDiffuser half angle

T1 Diffuser efficiency

Tie Energy transfer efficiency

r1N Nozzle efficiency

S•v Kinematic viscosity

Inlet loss parameter

Friction coefficient

p Density

O. Augmentation Ratio

Subscripts

0,1,2,3 Station Positions

a Atmospheric or Ambient Conditions

D Diffuser or Drag

f Friction

G Gross

i Tsentropic

m Mixing

N Net or Nozzle

) •p Primary

tef Refe~rence

a Secondary or Surface

t Total or Stagnation Conditions
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